In recent decades, there has been a considerable growth of scholarly interest in the ethnic and cultural diversity of ancient Palestine. For instance, Hellenistic and Roman Palestine included not one but many ethnic-cultural groups (ethnē): Nabateans, Idumeans, Judeans, Samaritans, Galileans, Itureans, and the population on the seacoast (post-Philistine and Phoenician settlements), as well as many Greek cities. What is more, it is important to note that some of these groups were closely related to each other either ethnically or culturally. This also applies to, broadly speaking, the Jewish world (sometimes labeled as Judaism1), which, at one point or another, included several distinct subgroups: the Judeans and the Galileans in particular, the Samari(t)ans (to some extent), and, through conversion, the Itureans and Idumeans.
In this context, this study will be devoted to one of the less widely researched ethne -the Idumeans. To be precise, the aim will be to offer the first ever comprehensive philological and historical commentary on all references to Idumea or the Idumeans in classical literature. The approach will be traditionally positivist -I will extract and critically evaluate information on Idumea and the Idumeans against its historical background. As a result, I should arrive at an understanding as to what non-Jewish Greek and Latin authors knew about Idumea and/or how they perceived the Idumeans.2
The oldest extant classical source that explicitly refers to Idumea is Diodorus Siculus, who mentions Idumea twice in his work Bibliotheca Historica (Diod. 19.95 and 98) .3 Diodorus lived and wrote in the first century BCE (ca. 60-30 BCE),4 but his work is based on older sources,5 especially on the now lost work of Hieronymus of Cardia,6 who participated in the Greek campaign under Antigonus Monophthalmus against the Nabateans in 312 BCE and was appointed by Antigonus to supervise the Dead Sea area (mainly in order to gather the bitumen from it; see Diod. 19.100.1-2).7
Diodorus' references to Idumea are made in the context of the wars between the Seleucid ruler, Antigonus Monophthalmus, and the Nabateans in ca. 312 BCE.8 First, Idumea is mentioned on the occasion of the campaign of one of Antigonus' generals, Athenaeus, against a Nabatean stronghold called ἡ πέτρα (Diod. 19.95) . Let us now give voice to Diodorus himself:9 "It appears that such are the customs of the Arabs. But when the time draws near for the national gathering at which those who dwell round about are accustomed to meet, some to sell goods and others to purchase things that are needful to them, they travel to this meeting, leaving on a certain rock their possessions and their old men, also their women and their children. This place is exceedingly strong but unwalled, and it is distant two days' journey from the settled country. After waiting for this season, Athenaeus set out for the rock with his army in light marching order. Covering the twenty-two hundred stades from the district of Idumea in three days and the same number of nights, he escaped the attention of the Arabs and seized the rock at about midnight […] . " Thus, Idumea is mentioned as a reference point for Athenaeus' itinerary: his troops are reported to have reached ἡ πέτρα from the eparchy (ἐπαρχία) of Idumea, and the distance between the two places is put as 2,200 stades (claimed to have been covered by Athenaeus' troops in three days and nights).
The identification of ἡ πέτρα is disputed.10 The problem is that we have altogether four different references to the distance between ἡ πέτρα and other geographical locations in the region in Diodorus' narrative: Diod. 19.95.2 speaks of 2,200 stadia (ca. 400 km) between Idumea and ἡ πέτρα; Diod. 19.95.3 mentions 200 stadia (ca. 36 km) between ἡ πέτρα and the first stop of Athenaeus' troops on their march back; Diod. 98.1 counts 300 stadia (ca. 54 km) between ἡ πέτρα and a place located in the vicinity of the Dead Sea (Demetrius Poliorcetes' stop on his march against the Arabs); in Diod. 19.95 .2, the distance between ἡ πέτρα and the inhabited area (apparently west of the Arabah) is given as a two-day march. Consequently, at least three locations have been suggested for Petra as the location of the main site of the Nabateans fighting against Antigonus: Mount Umm al-Biyāra (in the vicinity of the modern site of Petra),11 the nearby Ğabal al-Ḫubṯa,12 and as-Sala13 (ca. 50 km north of modern Petra and ca. 5 km northwest of Buseira on the Royal Road). It appears that there are no decisive arguments to unambiguously solve the problem of the location of Diodorus' πέτρα, and consequently not much can be said about the location of Idumea on the basis of Diod. 19.95 alone. In the most general terms, the Nabateans bordered Idumea, apparently in the west and northwest, although even this well-known geographical orientation is based on other sources (see below).
As for Diod. 19.95 .2, the distance of 2,200 stadia (ca. 396 km) is most suspicious -this distance is even longer than, for instance, between modern Damascus and Petra, which is only ca. 362 km (as the crow flies). It is actually impossible that any ancient troops (all the more so combat-ready soldiers) could cover such a distance in only three days and nights.14 What is more, the distance between the modern sites of Neot HaKikar (the southernmost tip of the Dead Sea) and Petra is only ca. 68 km (as the crow files). Thus, it appears that either the reference is corrupted or the distance is greatly exaggerated. 15 Given the fact that Athenaeus' campaign ultimately failed, Idumea is again recalled in the context of a renewed attack against the Nabateans led by Antigonus' son, . This time, Idumea is mentioned as being located on the route of Demetrius' troops returning from ἡ πέτρα. Thus, having seized the stronghold, "[…] Demetrius received hostages and the gifts that had been agreed upon and departed from the rock. After marching for three hundred stades, he camped near the Asphalt Sea, the nature of which ought not to be passed over without remark. It lies along the middle of the satrapy of Idumea, extending in length about five hundred stades and in width about sixty […] ."16
After the mention of Idumea, Diodorus goes on to deliver a lengthy description of the Asphalt Sea. The name Ἀσϕαλτίτιδος λίμνης can also be found in the writings of Pliny the Elder (Plin. nat. 2.226; 5.71 ff), Galenus (Gal. 4.20), and Josephus (Ios. ant. lud. 1.174; 4.85; 15.168; bell. Iud. 1.657; 3.515; 4.438, 453, 455, 456, 474, 476; 7.168, 281; c. Ap. 1.174) , and there can be no doubt that it denotes the same water basin as does the modern term, the Dead Sea (see Ios. bell. Iud. 4.456, where Josephus tells of two main lakes in the region connected with the course of the Jordan River -that of Tiberias and the Asphalt Sea). The name obviously results from the fact that the Dead Sea was famous in ancient times as a reservoir of bitumen deposits. The asphaltic bitumen was a luxury item17 sold mainly to Egypt, where it may have been used for a variety of purposes (especially as a building material, waterproofing medium, road building material, and probably a material used in embalming).18 Thus, the reference to Idumea in Diod. 19.98-99 is closely connected with Diodorus' description of the Dead Sea. To be precise, the location of the Dead Sea is briefly put by Diodorus as κεῖται γὰρ κατὰ μέσην τὴν σατραπείαν τῆς Ἰδουμαίας ("along the middle of the satrapy of Idumea"). Diodorus' testimony about Idumea aroused a great deal of discussion among scholars, especially with regard to two issues: first, the status of Idumea as an administrative unit, and second, the location of Idumea (and the Nabateans) with regard to the Dead Sea.
15 Geer 1954, 91 n. 3; Bizière 1975, 166; Wirth -Veh -Rathmann 2005 , 442. 16 Geer 1954 , 98-99. 17 Forbes 1936 insists on the eastern shore as the main location for the extraction of bitumen; see also Forbes 1955 , 28-30. 18 Forbes 1936 Kreissig 1978, 82-83; Hornblower 1981, 149-150; Aperghis 2004, 68. It is evident that Diodorus' references to the administrative status of Idumea are contradictory. In Diod. 19.95, Idumea is termed ἐπαρχία, while in Diod. 19.98-99, it is called σατραπεία. According to a classic theory advanced by W. W. Tarn, the Seleucid kingdom primarily continued the Achaemenid threefold administrative structure -a satrapy (σατραπεία) was the largest and main administrative unit, and it was next divided into smaller eparchies (ἐπαρχίαι), which in turn included hyparchies (ὕπαρχοι consisting of villages).19 However, with time, the satrapies ceased to be the main administrative units, and in practice the role of the basic administrative units was played by eparchies, which were based on natural geographical boundaries.20 Based on Tarn's theory, E. Stern suggested that the idea of Idumea as a satrapy may go back to Diodorus' source (Hieronymus of Cardia, who took part in the campaigns against Petra), while the status of Idumea as an eparchy may be Diodorus' own remark, which reflects the later Seleucid terminology.21 However, in the light of Tarn's theory, a satrapy was a much larger political and administrative unit than Idumea could have ever been in any historical period.22 Consequently, it has also been suggested that the use of the term by Diodorus was not technical ("metaphorical"23 or "colloquial"24) .25 Such use appears to be employed in the Greek Bible in the description of five Philistine districts as satrapies (Jos. 13.3; Judc. 3.3) .26 Also, in his Geographica 16.2.4, Strabo wrote about Coele-Syria consisting of four satrapies, and it has been speculated that Idumea may have been one of such satrapies.27
Furthermore, in recent scholarship, much more emphasis is placed on a variety of Hellenistic administrative divisions that, in contrast to Tarn's classical 19 Tarn 1930, 24-33; Tarn 1938, 1-4 ; one of Tarn's earliest critics was Bengtson 1944a, 12-38, who called into question the existence of eparchies. 20 Tarn 1930, 24-33; Tarn 1938 , 1-4. 21 Stern 1974 , 179. 22 Hackl -Schneider -Keller 2003 in turn, Beloch 1927, 5 made the case that there is no attestation for the satrapy of Idumea under Alexander, and this term was not used in the Ptolemaic kingdom at all. 23 Kokkinos 1998 , 52. 24 Hornblower 1981 . 25 For a non-technical use of the term satrapy (and satrap) before the Parthian period, see Rostovtzeff -Welles 1931, 46-47; Welles 1974 , 361-362. 26 In turn, Bengtson 1944 suggested that the phrase τῆς Ἰδουμαίας is a gloss and consequently should be dropped. As a result, the Asphalt Sea would be located in the middle of the satrapy of Syria and Phoenicia (and not that of Idumea); Hornblower 1981, 48 expresses the same idea. This solution is problematic because it is widely held that the territory east of the Dead Sea did not belong to the Seleucids, and consequently the Dead Sea would not have been located in the middle of such a province, but rather at its southeastern boundary. 27 Stern 1974, 179. view, may have varied depending on region, period, and political suzerainty.28 What is more, the term ἐπαρχία is not attested epigraphically with regard to Hellenistic administrative divisions.29 As far as southern Palestine is concerned, the tax edict of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (preserved in what is known as the Vienna Papyrus) shows that the official name of a district in Coele-Syria was in fact ὑπαρχεία.30 Of course, this testimony belongs to the Ptolemaic period, and the administrative structure of the Ptolemaic kingdom is well documented: ὑπαρχεία (νόμος in Egypt) included τόποι (or τοπαρχίαι), which in turn consisted of κῶμαι -villages.31 In this context, it should also be noted that, in paleographical terms, the words ὑπαρχεία and ἐπαρχία can be relatively easily confused.32 As such, Diodorus' testimony about Idumea as ἐπαρχία/ὑπαρχεία may also make sense as indicating a smaller geopolitical district (a subdivision of what used to be an Achaemenid satrapy), which was usually based on natural geographical boundaries and/or was dominated by one ethnos (and could also colloquially be called σατραπεία).33 At any rate, Diodorus' text testifies to the existence of Idumea as a separate administrative unit as early as the late fourth century BCE.34
The location of the Asphalt Sea within the borders of Idumea is controversial. Namely, in Diod. 19.98-99, Diodorus repeats almost verbatim his previous description of the Asphalt Sea in This coincidence has usually been explained as a result of the use of the same source (Hieronymus of Cardia in particular).36 At the same time, the location of the Asphalt Sea is put differently in both accounts: in Diod. 19.98-99 it is said to lie (along) the middle of the satrapy of Idumea, while in Diod. 2.48.6-9 the Asphalt Sea is located in the land of the Nabateans. It has been pointed out that the location of the Asphalt Sea in 28 The latest comprehensive discussion of the Seleucid administration is undoubtedly Capdetrey 2007 , 229-275. 29 Bengtson 1944b Capdetrey 2007 , 230. 30 Liebesny 1936 . 31 Tarn 1938 Jones 1937, 239-240; Hengel 1976, 29-30; Hengel 1973, 32-42; Hölbl 1994, 27; by contrast, Bickerman 1988, 123 and Mørkholm 1966, 108-109 opt for μερίδες and τοπαρχίαι (νόμοι) as two basic administrative units within the satrapy of Coele-Syria. However, the evidence for the office of μεριδάρχης in southern Coele-Syria comes from 1 Macc. 10.65 and as such is relevant only for the second century BCE. 32 Hackl -Schneider -Keller 2003, 452; Radt 2005, 276 n. 23; Radt 2009, 254 n. 23; in turn, Bevan 1902, 325 considered these terms to be synonymous; while Bouché-Leclerq 1914, 528 left the question open. 33 ʿ Ephal 2003, 79; Levin 2007 , 243-244, 252. 34 ʿ Ephal 2003 Levin 2007 , 243-244, 252. 35 Stern 1974 Hackl -Schneider -Keller 2003 , 452: ‚praktisch identisch'. Hornblower 1981 , 148: ‚almost verbatim'. 36 Stern 1974 Hackl -Schneider -Keller 2003, 452; Hornblower 1981, 62-63, 148. the land of the Nabateans (Diod. 2.48.6-9) is confirmed by a preserved fragment of the writings of Hieronymus of Cardia (FGrHist IIB 154 F5), and consequently this location is historically more correct for the late third century BCE.37 Several explanations have been put forward to explain the contradiction. For instance, it has been suggested that Diodorus used two different sources, or at least supplemented his main source, Hieronymus of Cardia, with another work (especially Agatharchides of Cnidus38).39 It has also been speculated that the area of the Dead Sea may have been a subject of dispute between the Idumeans and the Nabateans.40 This would not be surprising if we took into account the fact that control of the Dead Sea was a source of very substantial income. Alternatively, it has also been pointed out that ancient classical writers (see Strabo below) had difficulties in distinguishing the Nabateans and the Idumeans, and consequently the areas controlled by these ethnē.41 Finally and most likely, it has been indicated that the extent of Idumea in the early Hellenistic period included the southeastern part of the Dead Sea.42 Therefore, Diodorus' phrase "in the middle of" should be understood as indicating the northern and southern borders of Idumea (not the western and eastern borders). Jones 1930, 238-239, 280-281; Radt 2005, 308-309 . 46 Jones 1930, 238-239. In looking at the geographical entity of Syria, Strabo employs ethnic categories by enumerating various ethnē located within the geographical borders of Syria, especially the Idumeans as well as the Judeans, the Gazeans, and the Azotians. It should be stressed that all of these peoples are presented as distinctive ethnic entities.47
At the same time, Strabo describes the relations between these peoples with a rare term -ἀναμεμῖχθαι. This is a verb infinitive in the perfect tense from the form ἀναμίσγω (which is, in turn, a poetic and Ionic form for ἀναμείγνυμι).48 This term can be generally translated as "to mix one thing with another", but more specifically denotes social relations; in this context, it may also refer to sexual intercourse (Hdt. 1.199).49 In this light, the vocabulary used by Strabo points to close relationships between various tribes and peoples, including forms of contact based on intermarriage. Thus, Strabo's evidence indicates a great deal of ethnic and cultural interactions between the primarily distinctive peoples of Palestine.50 For the time before Strabo (before 24 CE), we may enumerate several cases of such interactions known from other historical sources. Of course, the first example that comes to mind (and was well known to Strabo; see Strab. 16.2.34) was the conversion of the Idumeans to Judaism (to use the most general labels; for more details, see below). Although it has been claimed that the ethnic makeup of Palestine described here must predate Strabo's own time and go back to before "the twenties of the second century B.C.E., since afterwards the Idumaeans merged into the Jewish nation",51 it appears to be more straightforward to see Strabo's view as the testimony of the survival of the Idumean regional ethnic and cultural distinctiveness. After all, Strabo is aware of the conversion of the Idumeans. Likewise, he speaks about the Gazeans and the Azotians, although both Gaza and Azotus were also conquered by the Hasmonean rulers (Gaza by Alexander Jannaeus in ca. 95/94 BCE and Azotus by Jonathan in ca. 147 BCE).52
In addition to the Idumean-Judean connection, another ancient writer, Ptolemy the Historian, considered the Idumeans to be originally Phoenicians and Syrians before their "conversion to Judaism" (see below). Close ties between the Idumeans and the costal cultures of Palestine find intriguing parallels in archaeological data from Maresha, the Hellenistic capital of Idumea. Namely, one of the most well-preserved tombs in the Maresha necropolis was the family tomb of Schürer 1979, 98-103, 108-109; Dąbrowa 2010, 51, 87 n. 14. Apollophanes, who is called in the Greek commemoration inscription "son of Sesmaios, thirty-three years chief of the Sidonians at Maresha."53 This tomb, lavishly decorated with Greek decorations (including motifs of Panathenaic amphoras, loutrophoroi, kantharoi, and images of exotic animals), has been understood as evidence for a Sidonian colony in Maresha (and accordingly named the "Sidonian burial caves").54 Indeed, there is both historical and archaeological evidence that the Phoenician cities of Sidon and Tyre experienced a period of political stability and economic prosperity under Persian rule that in turn led to the Phoenician re-establishment of several coastal cities (Acco, Dor, Jaffa, Ashkelon, Gaza, and Ruqeish) and the spread of Phoenician settlement inland in the form of trading colonies.55 Maresha is certainly one such example of rising Phoenician influence based on Persian political favor and economic strength. In this light, Ptolemy's allegedly mistaken association can be seen from a new perspective and reinterpreted as a reflection of the cultural ties between western urbanized Idumea and the Phoenician cities.
Finally, Strabo also describes the way of life of the ethnē in question in very general terms -his description resorts to two external archetypical examples: Phoenicians as renowned traders (ἔμποροι), and Syrians (and Coelo-Syrians) as farmers (γεωργικοί). In Strabo's view, the four ethne -Idumeans, Judeans, Gazeans, and Azotians -have something in common with both archetypes and consequently cannot be exclusively characterized as only farmers or merchants. In the case of Idumea, it is important to note that next to agriculture, which accounted for the major source of sustenance, the Idumeans took part in and profited from international trade, as their country was located in the transit region of important trade routes between the coastal cities of Palestine (especially Gaza) and Arabia.56 Caravans led by the Nabateans carried both local produce (e. g., palms, dates, and bitumen from the Dead Sea) and world-famous incense from Arabia to the sea ports.57
In turn, Strabo's reference to the Idumeans in Strab. 16.2.34 belongs to a longer account devoted to . The account starts with the reference to the Idumeans, as their location apparently accounted for one of the landmarks signifying the frontier of Judea. Let us give voice to Strabo himself:58 "As for Judaea, its western extremities towards Kasion are occupied by the Idumaeans and by the lake. The Idumaeans are Nabataeans, but owing to a sedition they were banished from there, joined the Judeans, and shared in the same customs with them. The greater part of the region near the sea is occupied by Lake Sirbonis and by the country continuous with the lake as far as Jerusalem; for this city is also near the sea; for, as I have already said, it is visible from the seaport of Iope."
According to Strabo, the Idumeans are situated on the western frontier of Judea. The western frontier of Judea is characterized as being located towards Κάσιον, which is recalled by Strabo in preceding lines (Strab. 16.2.33) as a hill on the seashore of Egypt on the road to Pelusium (where Pompey the Great was slain).59 Thus, Strabo's western border of Judea is in fact a border with Egypt. Another landmark in this vicinity is enigmatically called ἡ λίμνη. Given the Egyptian context of Strabo's description, this lake should be identified as Lake Sirbonis, which is mentioned later in the same passage.60 If ἡ λίμνη from the first introductory line is indeed synonymous with Lake Sirbonis,61 mentioned in the third sentence, it follows that the Idumeans occupy "the country continuous with the lake as far as Jerusalem". This location of the Idumeans is a little surprising in that Hellenistic-Roman Idumea was indeed located south of the Judean hills towards Egypt, but the area south of Idumea towards Egypt was in fact controlled by the Nabateans.62 Again, it appears that either the description is not very precise or Strabo may have had problems in distinguishing the extent of the settlements of the Idumeans and Nabateans.
Remarkably, after the mention of the geographical location of the Idumeans, we read that, according to Strabo, the Idumeans were originally Nabateans. Given the Arabic origin of the Nabateans, this may also suggest an Arabic origin for the Idumeans (even if we do not accept the common lineage of the two ethnē).63 However, the linguistic data weighs against Strabo's opinion -the Edomite language was a Northwest-Semitic language, while Arabic languages belong to a South-Semitic group.64 At the very least, we can infer from Strabo's testimony that ancient Greek writers saw similarities between the two peoples or perhaps The turning point in the relationship between the Idumeans and the Nabateans is conveyed by Strabo with the term στάσις, which can be understood as any kind of conflict (including violent conflict) that led to the expulsion (ἐκπεσόντες) of the Idumeans. At the same time, Strabo also describes what is generally labeled as the conversion of the Idumeans to Judaism. This act is described by Strabo as having been voluntary on the side of the Idumeans (προσχωρέω "to go to, approach"),68 and the essence of the common relationship between the Idumeans and Judeans is presented as a communion (κοινωνέω -κοινωνία) of customs (νόμιμωι).
The "conversion" of the Idumeans is also mentioned in another non-Jewish source, De Adfinium Vocabulorum Differentia (no. 146) .69 This work is actually the Byzantine dictionary of synonyms (preserved in several fifteenth-century manuscripts), containing 525 distinctions of meanings with similar or similarly sounding pairs of words (hence the entry on Ἰδουδαῖοι and Ἰδουμαῖοι).70 The work is attributed to a certain Ammonius, but its grammatical material goes back to Herennius Philon, an antiquarian and grammarian from Byblos (in Phoenicia) who lived in the second half of the first century CE.71
In the passage about the Idumeans (De Adfinium Vocabulorum Differentia, no. 243) , the source of information is explicitly given: Ptolemy and his "first 65 Kasher 1988, 48; Kokkinos 1998, 43 n. 35 . Remarkably, at Bellum Civile 2.71.294, Lucanus recalls allied troops on the side of Pompey, employing a more ‚national' perspective: he speaks about the nations of the Levant and mentions, among others, the Hebrews (τὸ Ἑβραίων γένος) and their neighbors, the Arabs (Ἄραβες οἱ τούτων ἐχόμενοι). Although Judea had contact with various neighbors that could be labeled as Arabs (e. g., the Itureans and Nabateans), we do not know anything about such contingents at Pharsalus. However, we do know that the two men who actually pulled the strings in Judea were Hyrcanus II and Antipater the Idumean (who was more or less behind Hyrcanus II). In this light, it is tempting to speculate that the troops sent to Pompey were Idumean troops, which an outsider such as Lucanus could have mistaken for being Arab. As late as in the sixth century CE, Stephanus of Byzantium (s. v. Edoumaioi) also had doubts as to whether the Edomites/Idumeans were of Hebrew or Arabic origin. 66 Stern 1974, 304; Kasher 1988, 48; Hackl -Schneider -Keller 2003, 601 . 67 Kokkinos 1998, 43 [book] of [the History of] King Herod" (ἐν πρώτῳ Περὶ Ἡρώδου τοῦ βασιλέως). Ptolemy is of course a frequent name in the Hellenistic onomasticon, but this Ptolemy is most frequently identified as the well-known grammarian, Ptolemy of Ascalon (who is mentioned explicitly with his ethnicon in De Adfinium Vocabulorum Differentia, nos. 436 and 47772), who probably lived in the late first century BCE or the early first century CE.73 Given its highly sophisticated terminology, the passage appears to be worthy of a full quotation:74 "Judeans and Idumaeans differ, as Ptolemy states in the first book of the History of King Herod. Judeans are those who are so by origin and nature. The Idumaeans, on the other hand, were not originally Judeans, but Phoenicians and Syrians; having been subjugated by the Judeans and having been forced to undergo circumcision, so as to be counted among the Judean nation and keep the same customs, they were called Judeans."
Thus, Ptolemy (the Historian) holds the view that the Idumeans were primarily Phoenicians and Syrians before their conversion. This identification is different from that of Strabo, who associated the Idumeans with the Nabateans. While the Syrians are a very imprecise category in ancient sources (as this category can be interpreted in several different ways, including as a geographical label),75 the Phoenicians and the Nabateans were distinctive entities, occupying two geographically extreme positions in Palestine: the northwestern seacoast and the inland area, respectively (the Negev and the Transjordan).76 Taken literarily, this information could be dismissed offhand, but with closer analysis we may conclude that it contains some truth, however distorted. Namely, Phoenician cities definitely had an important cultural influence on western Idumea in the Persian and Hellenistic period (see above).
Another difference between Strabo and Ptolemy the Historian is the nature of the conversion of the Idumeans -Ptolemy clearly understands the conversion of the Idumeans as a compulsory process including the rite of circumcision. In this sense, Ptolemy's testimony contradicts that of Strabo, who saw the process as voluntarily on the side of the Idumeans; at the same time, it perfectly matches 72 Nickau 1966 , 112, 124. 73 Baege 1882 Geiger 2012 , 185-186. 74 Nickau 1966 Stern 1974, 356 : Ἰουδαῖοι καὶ Ἰδουμαῖοι διαφέρουσιν, ὥς φησι Πτολεμαῖος ἐν πρώτῳ Περὶ Ἡρώδου τοῦ βασιλέως. Ἰουδαῖοι μὲν γάρ εἰσιν οἱ ἐξ ἀρχῆς φυσικοί· Ἰδουμαῖοι δὲ τὸ μὲν ἀρχῆθεν οὐκ Ἰουδαῖοι, ἀλλὰ Φοίνικες καὶ Σύροι, κρατηθέντες δὲ ὑπ᾿ αὐτῶν καὶ ἀναγκασθέντες περιτέμνεσθαι καὶ συντελεῖν εἰς τὸ ἔθνος καὶ τὰ αὐτὰ νόμιμα ἡγεῖσθαι ἐκλήθησαν Ἰουδαῖοι. Josephus' testimony. Namely, according to ant. Iud. 13.257, the Judean king John Hyrcanus conquered Idumea and permitted the Idumeans to stay in their country only if they converted to Judaism (including the process of circumcision). Given the ambiguous ancient literary evidence, scholars have usually opted for one of two options: either a peaceful process of assimilation or a forced conversion.77 In the first case, the main obstacle of Josephus' and Ptolemy's evidence -the rite of circumcision -has mainly been pointed to.78 Namely, the Idumeans, like many other Semitic ethnē in the region, are believed to have practiced this rite.79 This conviction, once based on implicit literary evidence (Jer. 9.24-25), was recently confirmed by archaeological discoveries in Maresha, the capital of western Idumea (finds of circumcised phalli).80 In the second case, there can be no doubt that the forceful submission of the Idumean ethnos to the Hasmonean state is not only explicitly stated by Josephus and Ptolemy, but also finds confirmation in archaeological data showing a great deal of destruction in Idumean territory (especially in Maresha in 112/111-108/107 BCE).81 At the same time, a sort of middle solution has also been suggested: the conversion was forceful in urban areas, where the Idumeans (and members of other ethnē) had been deeply Hellenized, but peaceful in rural areas that may have had more affinity with Judean traditions and perhaps some resentment towards Hellenistic culture.82 Although this model cannot be applied too strictly (destruction wrought by the Hasmonean conquest is also attested in rural areas83), it appears to point in the right direction, as the situation may have varied regionally and across classes of Idumean society.
Furthermore, Ptolemy's testimony is striking as it implies a difference between the Idumeans and the Judeans even after the conversion. It must be noted that the terms used in De Adfinium Vocabulorum Differentia to describe the difference between the Idumeans and the Judeans are very subtle and imply a sophisticated philosophical terminology. First, there is a difference in the origin (ἀρχή) and nature (φυσίς) of the two ethnē. Second, the Idumeans are only called Judeans (ἐκλήθησαν) after the conversion, despite the fact that they joined the 77 The two opposing views have been argued in most detail by Kokkinos 1998 and Kasher 1988;  recently, the discussion was revived by Shatzman 2005 and Rappaport 2009. 78 In addition, it has been claimed that both Josephus and Ptolemy may have depended on anti-Hasmonean source(s) that either overemphasized or even fabricated the use of force by the Hasmoneans to slander this dynasty in the eyes of the Hellenistic-Roman audience. 79 Steiner 1999, 497-505; Pasto 2002, 195-196; Eckhardt 2012 , 101. 80 Stern 2012 Kloner 2011 , 569. 81 Barag 1992 Finkielsztejn 1998; Kloner -Erlich -Eshel -Korzakova -Finkielsztejn 2010; Rappaport 2009 . 82 Regev 2013 Cohen 1999 , 116-118. 83 Faust -Erlich 2011 Shatzman 2012, 42-43. ethnos (συντελεῖν εἰς τὸ ἔθνος)84 and practiced its customs (νόμιμα). The contrast expressed here appears to be between the basic category of ethnicity and other added values such as political or cultural affiliations.85 A similar kind of contrast is also expressed by Cassius Dio (Cass. Dio 37.17.1), who, in describing Pompey's entry into Palestine, observes that this country is also called Judaea, and this name applies to various peoples who follow the same legal precepts but are of a different ethnicity (ἀλλοεθνεῖς ὄντες).86
In turn, Idumea is also mentioned by Pliny the Elder (23-79 CE)87 in his magnum opus, Historia Naturalis (Plin. nat. 5.66; 5.68; 5.70; 6.213).88 Plin. nat. 5.66-73 is devoted to the description of Syria, which is understood in a broad sense as occupying much of the Fertile Crescent (Mela 1.53; Plin. nat. 5.66). In this context, Pliny writes (Plin. nat. 5.68)89 that "After Pelusium come the Camp of Chabrias, Mount Casius, the Temple of Jupiter Casius, and the tomb of Pompey the Great. At Ostracine, 65 miles from Pelusium, is the frontier of Arabia. Then begins Idumea, and Palestine at the point where the Serbonian Lake comes into view. This lake is recorded by some writers as having measured 150 miles round -Herodotus gave it as reaching the foot of Mount Casius; but is now an inconsiderable fen. There are the towns of Rhinocolura and inland Raphia, Gaza and inland Anthedon, and Mount Argaris."
In this account, Pliny's focus is in fact placed on the Mediterranean coast from Egypt to Phoenicia. Pliny's Idumea is a distinctive part of Palestine (also Plin. nat. 5.67 and 70) and is definitely located inland, but the context of the "Mediterranean coast" in Plin. nat. 5.68 indicates that, according to Pliny, Idumea was "located just beyond a narrow strip of coast occupied by a string of maritime cities"90 from Rhinocorura (modern El-Arish)91 to Anthedon (Tell Blakhiyah).92 At the same time, the southern frontier of Idumea is marked by Arabia, through which important trade routes led to the coastal cities of both Palestine and Egypt (with Ostracine and Pelusium in particular as two important Egyptian gateways).93
A brief reference to Idumea is also made by Pliny in the context of his enumeration of the sevens parallels/circles (Pliny uses the terms "paralleli"/"circuli"; otherwise, a widespread Greek term was κλίμα) of the inhabited world (Plin. nat. 6.211-210). In this passage, Pliny relies on the current trends in Greek geography and astronomy.94 After the discovery of the sphericity of the earth, it was believed that the inhabited portion of the spherical earth could be divided into seven zones marked by seven κλίματα.95 The key concept of κλίμα was in fact a geographic latitude expressed in terms of the longest day at a given latitude.96 In Plin. nat. 6.213, Idumea is included in the second parallelus/circulus/κλίμα and paired with Babylon, Samaria, and Jerusalem.97 However, Pliny does not draw any anthropological conclusions from this position, which was often the case for other ancient geographers and ethnographers to whom geographical or astronomical locations served to make points about the origin or character of various ethnē. 98 We will see this kind of approach in Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos (see below).
Interesting information about the Idumeans can be found in a story ("fabula" preserved in Latin and partly in Greek) about a certain Zabidus. This story is preserved by Josephus (37-ca. 100 CE)99 in his work Contra Apionem 2.212-214, but he attributes it to Mnaseas of Patara in Lycia (who flourished around 200 BCE).100 However, Josephus knew the story only at second hand, via Apion (fl. in the first half of the first century CE).101
Mnaseas' work was a survey of cultures divided into at least three regionsEurope, Asia, and Libya. Its tone was rationalistic and euhemeristic,102 and as such it was permeated with "sardonic comments on the strange superstitions of the natives in various countries".103 The details concerning the Judeans in c. Ap. 2.112-114 (the existence of the statue of the ass head in the Jerusalem temple and the picture of "the extreme naivety of the Judeans in matters of religion, resulting in serious damage to themselves"104) do not need to concern us here, but this story contains information relevant for the present study -the name of an To be more precise, Apollo was apparently the city patron ("deus Doriensium").
At face value, the information about Apollo is a little surprising. Apollo is of course not a Semitic deity, but a well-known Greek deity who stood for divine inspiration and wisdom, and his cult belonged to the most popular Hellenistic cults, also throughout the Hellenistic Near East.109 In this light, Mnaseas' story may be taken as evidence for a great deal of Hellenistic influence among the Idumeans in an urban environment. At the same time, it is important to realize that the nature of Hellenistic culture was not that of one-sided influence; it was rather a matter of mutual interaction between Greek and Oriental cultures. Thus, the fact that a Greek writer such as Mnaseas calls an Idumean deity a Greek name does not automatically imply that this is how the deity was called or interpreted by the Idumeans themselves. Instead, this may have been an example of "interpraetatio graeca" -referring to an Oriental deity by a Greek name.110 Furthermore, traditional cults in Oriental societies featured both continuity and change in the Hellenistic period (the latter also caused by Greek influence).111
105 Bar-Kochva 2010, 216. 106 Stern 1974, 413; Barclay 2007, 228 n. 405, 229 n. 414 . Some manuscripts offer the Greek name as Δῶρα (Zabidus fled εἰς Δώραν) or Δωρίς (Zabidus escaped εἰς Δῶριν). The Latin reading is safe and should be followed. 107 Barclay 2007, 228 n. 408, 229 n. 419 . The difference between Dora and Adora can simply be a result of scribal mistake/omission, or even a matter of the original author's mistake/inconsistency. At any rate, the difference is not substantial. 108 Barclay 2007, 228 n. 408; Bar-Kochva 2010, 206-209. 109 For an overview, see van den Broek 1999. 110 Tcherikover 1961, 24; Hengel 1973, 23-27, 464-486; Hengel 1976, 73-93. 111 For an overview, see Kaizer 2008. This kind of cultural phenomenon is well illustrated by epigraphic and paleographic evidence that gives us insight into the life of the Idumean diaspora in Memphis and Hermopolis in Egypt (which evolved around military garrisons employed by the Ptolemies) in the second and early first centuries BCE.112 For instance, the Dorion decree, dated to 112-111 BCE (OGIS 737), recalls honors given by the Idumean community in Memphis (πολίτευμα) to its influential benefactor, Dorion.113 Interestingly, the meeting to honor Dorion took place in the Upper Temple of Apollo, and the rituals included sacrifice, feasting, and chanting (performed by temple priests and singers), as well as the rite of offering a palm or olive branch to Dorion.114 Another important inscription from Memphis (SB 681) records a dedication (apparently of a shrine) to Apollo and Zeus by an "Association of Founders" (κοινὸν τῶν κτιστῶν).115 This inscription includes a long list of the personal names of the founders. The list features a high concentration of Semitic names and theophoric names with a Qos or Apollo element: Qosadoros, Qosramos, Qosmalachos, Apollophanes, Apollonios, or Apollodoros (to give only a few examples).116 Similar lists of names are also preserved from Hermopolis (SB 4206, 8066, probably to be dated to the late second century BCE117), and we know that the religious rituals of the Idumeans in honor of Apollo in Hermopolis included the non-Egyptian sacrifice of sheep and goats and were conducted in a "foreign language" (γλώττῃ ξενικῇ).118 All in all, it appears that the Idumeans in Egypt continued their ancestral cult of Qos, but it is also evident that, as is usual in the Hellenistic period, their traditions were transformed; among other things, part of this transformation lay in absorbing the Greek nomenclature (identification of Qos with Apollo).
Ptolemy also brings to light important information on the historical geography of Idumea in his work Geographica.119 Although Ptolemy lived in ca. 100-170 CE, he explicitly acknowledged his main source, Marinus of Tyre (70-130 CE).120 As a result, Ptolemy's work is often considered to reflect the state of 112 See Rappaport 1969; Thompson Crawford 1984; Launey 1950 Launey , 974-979, 1072 Launey -1077 Fraser 1972a, 280-281; Fraser 1972b , 438-440. 113 Launey 1950 , 1075 Fraser 1972a, 280-281; Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1070 . 114 Launey 1950 , 974, 976-977, 1075 -1076 Fraser 1972a, 281; Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1071 . 115 Launey 1950 , 974-975, 1075 Fraser 1972a, 280-281; Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1071 . 116 Launey 1949 Fraser 1972b, 438 n. 750; Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1072 . 117 Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1072 . 118 Launey 1950 , 976-977, 1075 -1076 Fraser 1972b, 438 n. 750; Thompson Crawford 1984 , 1070 -1071 119 The edition of Stückelberger -Graßhoff 2006 is used here. 120 Müller 1980, 167; Berggren -Jones 2000, 23-30; Stückelberger -Mittenhuber 2009, 122-133. Roman geographical knowledge of the inhabited world from the early second century CE.121
In Geographica, Idumea appears as a distinctive entity within a larger region that Ptolemy calls Palestine or Judea (Ἑ Παλαιστίνη ἥτις καὶ Ἰουδαία καλεῖται).122 This region borders on Syria in the north and the east, on Arabia Petra in the east and south, and on the Mediterranean Sea and Egypt in the west (Geog. 5.16.1).123 Furthermore, in Geog. 5.16.10, Ptolemy enumerates five cities in Idumea, all of which are said to be located west of the Jordan River: Βέρζαμα (located at 64°50′ 31°15′), Καπαρόρσα (65°30′ 31°15′), Γεμμαρουρίς (65°50′ 31°10′), Ἔλουσα (65°10′ 30°50′), Μάψ [Μάψις] (65°40′ 30°50′).124
Βέρζαμα is also mentioned in other sources as the site of the Roman military (Not.Dig.Or. 34.10.22; Descriptio Orbis Romani 1027, and Cod. Theod. VII 4.30).125 It can be identified with the modern site of Horvat Beer Shema ʾ (also known as Khirbet el-Far).126 Καπαρόρσα is most likely to be identified with the site of Khirbet Khureisa,127 while Γεμμαρουρίς is likely to be identified with Khirbet Jemrura, both in the region of Bet Guvrin.128 In turn, Ἔλουσα clearly matches modern Haluza (al-Khalasa).129 Lastly, Μάψ (also known from Eusebius' Onomasticon under Μάμψις) has been widely identified with modern Khirbet Mamshit (also known as Qurnub).130
Furthermore, it is important to note that several other settlements, attributed by older sources to Idumea, are, according to Ptolemy, located outside Idumeathat is, in Judea or Arabia Petra. For instance, Maresha is not mentioned at all, as it apparently remained uninhabited after its destruction by the Hasmoneans. Ptolemy places Eleutheropolis in Judea, doing the same with Ein Gedi and Thamara along the western coast of the Dead Sea.131 In turn, Zoara on the southeastern coast of the Dead Sea and all of the important sites in the southern and eastern Negev belong to Arabia Petra.132 Thus, Ptolemy's Idumea is an inland area that occupies the southern Judean hills and the western and northern Negev.133 It should be emphasized that its extent is clearly limited compared to the period before 70 CE. Namely, Hellenistic and Roman Idumea included both the Hebron area and the En-Gedi region at its more northern and northeastern extensions, respectively.134 In this context, it should be kept in mind that the Idumeans provided skilled soldiers for the main source of manpower in the Judean ranks in the revolt against Rome.135 Consequently, both the two Roman scorched-earth campaigns in Idumea136 and Vespasian's confiscations of the property of those involved in the uprising137 must have taken a heavy toll on the Idumeans and their homeland. In this light, it is easier to understand Ptolemy's description -it reflects both the "dismemberment" of Idumea138 and the situation of fluctuating frontiers in the region.139 These processes eventually led to the disappearance of 133 Di Segni 2004, 54 . 134 It should also be noted that Pliny's passage (Plin. nat. 5.70) about the ten toparcheiai of Judea (Emmaus, Lydda, Iopica [Joppa], Acrabatta, Gophna, Thamna, Betholethephene, Orine, the Jerusalem district, and Herodium) does not enumerate Idumea and En-Gedi. By contrast, in his list of the eleven klerouchiai of Judea (Ios. bell. Iud. 3.54-55), Josephus does include both Idumea and En-Gedi (Jerusalem, Gophna, Acrabatta, Thamna, Lydda, Emmaus, Pella, Idumea, En-Gedi, Herodion, and Jericho). On this basis, it has been claimed that Pliny's list reflects the state after 70 CE (while Josephus reflects the state before 70 CE) and shows the loss of status by Idumea -the territory of En-Gedi and (most of) Idumea were included in other Judean toparcheiai. See Isaac 1992, 67-68. It appears that this interpretation is not necessary on a textual level. Both lists may employ the term Iudea in two different senses: in the narrow sense as the district centered on Jerusalem (Pliny) and in the wider sense (Josephus) as the whole Judean or semi-Judean area (controlled by Herod, Roman governors, or later becoming part of the Roman province). Indeed, Pliny mentions Idumea and Samaria as distinctive parts of Palestine next to Iudea, whose districts he enumerates in Plin. nat. 5.70 (he does not do the same for Idumea or Samaria). On a historical level, the fact that En-Gedi indeed ceased to belong to Idumea after 70 CE is attested in the Babatha archive (which shows that En-Gedi was incorporated into the toparchy of Jericho). See Isaac 1992, 68. Furthermore, there should be no doubt that the extent of Idumea started to shrink after 70 CE, as is attested in Ptolemy. the Idumeans and Idumea as distinctive entities in the wake of the failed uprising of 66-73 CE. 140 Ptolemy also briefly mentions Idumea in another work, Tetrabiblos (also known as Apotelesmatica; Tetrab. 2.3.65-66 and 2.4.73).141 The Tetrabiblos is a systematic treatment of astrology (which became so well known that it was actually labeled "the Bible of astrology")142 where Ptolemy divides the inhabited world into four quarters and their respective triangles.143 In this context, Idumea is mentioned in the second quarter together with Judea, Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, Chaldea, Orchinia, and Arabia Felix (all situated towards the northwest of the whole quarter).144 All of these countries are said to have an affinity with Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius, and to have Zeus, Ares, and Hermes as co-rulers (Tetrab. 2.3.65-66).145 In particular, the inhabitants of Coele-Syria, Idumea, and Judea are believed to be more closely connected with Aries and Mars (Tetrab. 2.3.65-66 and 2.4.73).146
The location of Idumea according to Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos is important in cultural terms in that according to ancient astrological concepts, group characteristics are conditioned by the astrological situation.147 In this respect, the people of Idumea are listed with other peoples who are presented as gifted in trade and exchange, but also as unscrupulous, despicable cowards, treacherous, servile, and generally fickle ([…] μᾶλλον οὗτοι τῶν ἄλλων ἐμπορικώτεροι καὶ συναλλακτικώτεροι, πανουργότεροι δὲ καὶ δειλοκαταφρόνητοι καὶ ἐπιβουλευτικοὶ καὶ δουλόψυχοι καὶ ὅλως ἀλλοπρόσαλλοι [ …] ).148 It should be noted that all of these features are applied to all of these peoples altogether, and consequently it is hard to be more specific in attributing selected features to a given people. Although several features may have been more characteristic for some of these ethnē (e. g., the Phoenicians were famous for being deceitful merchants, and the 140 Isaac 1992, 68. 141 Robbins 1940, 142-145; Stern 1980 , 165-166. 142 Riley 1987 , 235. 143 Müller 1980 Stern 1980 , 162. 144 Robbins 1940 Stern 1980 , 165. 145 Robbins 1940 Stern 1980 , 165. 146 Robbins 1940 Stern 1980 , 166. 147 Isaac 2004 see also Stern 1980, 162. In turn, according to ‚the environmental theory', there was a direct relationship between environment (geography and climate) and human qualities. There may of course be some degree of overlap between the two concepts, as Ptolemy (tetr. 1.2) also argued for a connection between the astrological condition and environment, saying that the sun, moon, and stars influence the environment; see Isaac 2004, 55-109 ; for ancient Greek and Roman astrology, see also Trüdinger 1918 , 81-89. 148 Robbins 1940 Syrians were widely presented as being "born for slavery"),149 the characteristics of being cowardly, treacherous, servile, and fickle were attributed by Greek and Roman writers to eastern peoples in general.150 Nonetheless, a close connection with Aries and Mars (for the inhabitants of Coele-Syria, Idumea, and Judea) is said to indicate bold (θασεῖς), godless (ἄθεοι), and treacherous (ἐπιβουλευτικοί) characteristics.151 It has been claimed that the characteristic of boldness (θρασεῖς) should first be attributed to the Judeans and can be best understood as the result of their reputation for the hard-fought Judean uprisings under Trajan and Hadrian,152 while the charge of impiety (ἄθεοι/ἀσέβεια) was a traditional accusation against the Judeans in the Hellenistic-Roman world.153 Although it is not known if Ptolemy was aware of the Judean uprising in 66-73 CE, it is most probable for a native-born resident of Egypt. In this context, it may be worth recalling Idumean fighters' very important role in that uprising (see especially . Thus, there is good reason to believe that the Idumeans also enjoyed a reputation as bold warriors in the eyes of Ptolemy and his contemporaries.
Many classical authors mention the natural riches of the region of Palestine, and Idumea is frequently associated with one such product of the region: palms.
At the beginning of his third Georgic (georg. 3.12-15), in token of his success in competing with Greek pastoral poetry, Vergil (70-19 BCE) proudly states his intention to be the first to bring Idumean palms ("Idumaeae palmae")154 to his hometown of Mantua (and, at the same time, to build a temple for Augustus on the banks of the Mincius River).155 It follows that Idumean palms were well known in Italy by the second half of the first century BCE at the latest. Likewise, in listing countries from Syria that sent help to Pompey at Pharsalus (Lucan. 3.214-217), Lucanus (39-65 CE) mentions Idumea156 and briefly characterizes it as "arbusto palmarum dives" ("rich in palm plantations").157 In turn, Silius Italicus (26-101 CE) mentions the palms of Idumea158 (along with a Cyprus flower) as an attribute of victory given by (Athena) Pallas to Scipio Africanus (Sil. 7.456 Robbins 1940 , 142-143. 152 Stern 1980 , 166. 153 See Schäfer 1997 Isaac 2004, 466-478. 154 For the text, see Fairclough 1999, 176-177; Stern 1974 , 317. 155 Goodfellow 1981 Thomas 1988, 40-41; Wright 1993, 8; Fielding 2015, 201 As we can see, several Roman sources, dating from the first century BCE to the early second century CE, refer to palms from Idumea as being world-famous, especially in the context of their use to celebrate military and sports victories.169 Particularly in the case of writers from the second half of the first century CEStatius, Silius Italicus, and Martial -we cannot speak about isolated cases, as all of these authors belong to one rhetorical tradition that yielded its most important works under the Flavian dynasty.170 At the same time, it has been claimed, perhaps most profoundly by E. Stern, that the adjective "Idumean" should be Shackleton Bailey 2003, 88-89, 198-199, 342-343; Liberman 2010, 146, 277, 425 . 167 For the person of Scorpus and the epigram, see Fröhlich 2004, 196; Watson -Watson 2003, 184-186. 168 For the text, see Ker 1920, 192-193; Shackleton Bailey 1993b, 370-371; Izaac 1973, 95. 169 In this context, it should be emphasized that palms could be produced locally in southern Italy, the fact that the Romans preferred palms from Idumea for special occasions speaks volumes about their prestige. See Watson -Watson 2003, 186 . 170 Steele 1930, 338. understood as "Judean" in this context. Thus, Idumean palms famous in Italy were in fact Judean products.
In order to reinforce his statement, M. Stern pointed to several examples in ancient literature where the terms Idumea and Judea (and their cognates) may be confused. First, Statius (silv. 3.3.140) speaks about the deceased emperor Vespasian granting ("from above") "Idumaei honor triumphi" to Domitian.171 Likewise, in an epigram honoring Domitian (Mart. 2.2), Martial attributes "triumphus Idumaeus" to the deceased emperor (who died in 96 CE).172 At first sight, these references may come as a surprise. Domitian is not known for having fought in Palestine;173 his father and brother, Vespasian and Titus, put down the Judean uprising in Palestine in 66-73 CE and are better known for this. In this context, it is important to stress that the reputation of a foreign military victory was very high in Rome,174 and this victory was greatly exploited by the entire Flavian dynasty (including Domitian) in imperial propaganda. It became one of the major ideological milestones in the establishment of the image of a new regime as men capable of uniting the Roman Empire in peace.175 After the main triumph held in Rome (where trophies were presented in the procession), the Flavians still issued coins (the "Iudaea capta" series) related to their victory (definitely Vespasian and Titus, possibly Domitian too),176 and also erected many monuments with vivid images and inscriptions celebrating their victory (the most well-known is, of course, the Arch of Titus on the Via Sacra in Rome).177 Images of palm trees and figures with Eastern clothes (from a Roman point of view) abound. The fact is that the Judean uprising took place in several regions of Palestine inhabited by Judeans, especially in Judea, Galilee, and Idumea, but the main seat of the uprising was in Jerusalem. Although nothing is known of Vespasian and Titus assuming the victory title ("cognomen ex virtute") Iudaicus Maximus (Cass. Dio 66.7.2), the inscriptions on the coins exclusively use the Latin name Iudaea. In this context, it is unusual to hear of "triumphus Idumaeus", which led scholars to think that the title Idumaeus was confused for Iudaicus, and, given the poetical character of the source, it is not used here in any technical sense (as an official title granted by the Roman senate).
171 For the text, see Shackleton Bailey 2003, 210-211; Liberman 2010, 290. 172 For the text, see Ker 1919, 110-111; Shackleton Bailey 1993, 130- Third, in his work De Natura Animalium (6.17), Aelianus (ca. 170-235 CE) tells the story of a serpent's love for a girl.184 This story has all of the trappings of an instructive legend, which do not have to concern us here, but Aelianus' hint at the provenience of this story is very remarkable. Namely, Aelianus dates the story to the time of King Herod, but has such difficulty in locating the setting of the story that he openly confesses that it took place in "the country of those known as Iudaeans or Idumaeans, the natives of Herod the King" (Ἐν τῇ τῶν καλουμένων Ἰουδαίων γῇ ἢ Ἰδουμαίων ᾖδον οἱ ἐπιχώριοι καθ᾽ Ἡρώδην τὸν βασιλέα).185
Lastly, in one of his satires (Iuv. 8.160), Juvenal mentions an Idumean gate ("Idymaeae incola portae") in Rome and its inhabitant, a certain Syro-Phoenician.186 This reference is surprising in that nothing else is known of an Idumean diaspora living in the Eternal City. What is more, in one of his other satires (Iuv. 3.10-16), Juvenal speaks about the Porta Capena as a place where one could find many Judean beggars.187 It has been suggested that the two gates are the same, and Juvenal's words should be understood as indicating a Judean presence in Rome.188 However, given the presence of a Syro-Phoenician (a group that was despised by pious Judeans; see Matt. 15.21), this contra-identification is unlikely. 189 It appears that all of the data mentioned above must be carefully considered. Indeed, it is possible that some Roman writers did not fully understand the difference between Judea and Idumea, and consequently confused the terms. Aelianus' confession in his work De Natura Animalium (6.17) is clear proof of such ignorance, although his testimony comes from only the early third century CE; by that time, the Idumeans had essentially become assimilated with other peoples in the region, and consequently any distant knowledge about them was only antiquarian. Furthermore, Statius' and Martial's "triumphi Idumaei" are most likely candidates for confusion between the terms Idumean and Judean. Appian's civ. should in turn be seen only as a possibility in this regard, perhaps even for confusion in the hands of much later medieval copyists. Nevertheless, Hellenistic-Roman Idumea included the western shore of the Dead Sea, whose products, especially palm trees, were exported worldwide. In this sense, it may be worth recalling the similar fame of the Nabateans as deliverers of bitumen in early Hellenistic times. It is most likely that the products of Idumea made their origin country famous in this way, and removing all of the connections between Idumea and palm trees in ancient literature appears to be like throwing the baby out with the bathwater.
In summary, although Idumea can hardly be considered an interesting topic for classical writers, we do possess as many as thirteen extant classical authors who refer to Idumea or the Idumeans (although this list may in actuality have fewer sources due to the possible interchange of the terms Idumean and Judean). The sources are of various character -from ancient historiography (Diodorus, Ptolemy the Historian, Appian) through geographical, ethnographical, and astronomical works (Strabo, Pliny the Elder, Ptolemy) to poetry (Vergil, Lucanus, Valerius Flaccus, Silvius Italicus, Statius, Martial, Juvenal, Aelianus); they span a time period of several centuries, from the first century BCE to the third century CE. Although most Greek and Latin authors wrote from the perspective of outsiders to Palestinian affairs, they do provide us with general interesting insights and also occasionally with precise and important information.
It is definitely Diodorus (whose sources of knowledge about Idumea most likely go back to Hieronymus of Cardia, who was active in this area in ca. 312 BCE) who offers precise and important information about Idumea, as it testifies to the existence of Idumea as a separate administrative unit (dominated by the ethnos of the Idumeans) as early as the late fourth century BCE.
According to Strabo and Pliny the Elder (Strab. 16.2.34, Plin. nat. 5.68), Idumea occupied an inland territory between the coastal cities of Palestine, Egypt, and Arabia (reaching as far as the western and southern shore of the Dead Sea), and consequently accounted for an area through which important trade routes from Arabia led to the Mediterranean coastal cities of Palestine and Egypt. In turn, Ptolemy (georg. 5.16.1, 10) , writing in the second century CE, reflects the state of the contraction of the borders of Idumea (and indirectly, the gradual disappearance of the Idumeans as a distinctive ethnos) as a result of the collapse of the Judean uprising in 66-73 CE.
Idumea is also frequently associated with palm trees in ancient literature (Vergil, Lucanus, Valerius Flaccus, Silvius Italicus, Statius, Martial); these palm trees grew in Palestine and were exported throughout the Mediterranean. It is likely that this association resulted from the fact that plantations of palm trees were particularly extensive in Idumea (although not exclusive to Idumea, as palm trees also grew in other areas of Palestine); perhaps the attachment of the palmrich area of En-Gedi to Idumea contributed to this state.
The Idumeans were perceived as a distinctive ethnos living in the melting pot of southern Palestine. Ancient writers emphasize their ethnic and cultural connections with the Nabateans (Strab. 16.2.34), the Phoenicians and Syrians (Ptolemy the Historian and partly Strab. 16.2.2), and the Judeans (Strab. 16.2.34, Ptolemy the Historian, and, indirectly, Cass. Dio 37.17.1), and also suggest that a great deal of Hellenization occurred in western Idumea in an urban context (Mnaseas of Patara). The Idumeans also enjoyed the reputation of a bold ethnos 2.4.73) , which may also have been a result of their engagement in the Judean uprising in 66-73 CE.
All in all, although classical writers wrote from the perspective of foreigners, they nonetheless contribute to our knowledge about Idumea and the Idumeans, gained otherwise from both Judean literary (especially Josephus) and archaeolog-ical sources (Aramaic Ostraca from Idumea and recent excavations, particularly in Maresha).
